Telling data: The accountancy record of a Chinese farmer  by Zhao, Yong & van der Ploeg, Jan Douwe
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This  paper  presents  and  analyses  the  notebook  of  a  Chinese  farmer.  The  notebook  contains  a  wealth  of
farm accountancy  data.  The  data and  the  many  interrelations  contained  in  them,  are  used  to describe
the  structure  and  dynamics  of farming  in  NW  China.  The  availability  of  former  notebooks  that  played
an  important  role  in agrarian  history  of  Europe,  turns  out  to be  helpful  for the  interpretation  of  thiseywords:
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Chinese  notebook.  The  analysis  centers  on  the question  whether  Chinse  agriculture  might be  considered
as  peasant  agriculture.
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 All rights reserved.In rural history, the discovery, analysis and interpretation of
ncient farm accountancy records has played a signiﬁcant role.
ell-known examples are the ‘memorial’ of Hemmema, a Friesian
armer from the 16th century [1–5] and the ‘debt register’ of
oorn, a Dutch farmer from the 18th century [6]. These ﬁrst farm
ccountancy records give a fairly accurate overview of yields,
rices, total entrances and the cost of different items. They also
eﬂect the ‘mental organization’ of the rural economy and the
etworks in which farming was embedded (see [7]). These early
arm accountancy records do not follow the structure of neo-
lassical economics. They reﬂect, instead, the relations that the
ctors involved considered to be strategic. In the cases of Hem-
ema  and Koorn this was especially the interrelation between
onetary receipts and monetary expenses. They expressed the dif-
erence between the two as the ‘clean part’. This Chayanovian type
f farm accountancy [8–9] reﬂected the high level of market depen-
ency of those times as well as farmers’ search to escape from
t.
Another difference between current, neo-classical, farm accoun-
ancy methods and the ancient farmers’ records is that the
atter provide detailed insights into the many relations in which
he farm enterprise was engaged, whilst the former only con-
ain a highly reduced and strongly aggregated synthesis of such
elations. The old farmers’ records tell us about them buying
 An extended and Chinese language version of this paper was published in the
ournal of China Agricultural University, Vol 26 (2009), nr. 3, pp 89–103.
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573-5214/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Royal Netherlands Society for Agricultural Scienc
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.njas.2013.11.003speciﬁc cows, from speciﬁc other farmers and about speciﬁc
jobs that are done by speciﬁc people who are mentioned by
name. Current accountancy records only inform us that a certain
amount of money was spent on cattle or wages. This differ-
ence reﬂects the high degree of formalization that exists today,
compared to the crucial relevance of social networks (and their
management) in former times (for a general discussion see
[10]).
During ﬁeldwork in a small peasant village (Yang Cun) in the
north-east of China, the ﬁrst author of this article came across a
notebook containing a beautiful and highly detailed farm accoun-
tancy record. In many ways it shows intriguing similarities to
ancient records from north-west Europe. By drawing this similar-
ity we do not intend to suggest any analogy between the different
farming systems and/or their level of development. What struck
us about this newly encountered Chinese record is that is as
informative as the previous ones–and certainly far more infor-
mative than the formalized records that are currently used in
China.
It is not only the farm record that is exceptional. The record also
refers to an exceptional situation. The farm is located in the north-
east of China (an area ‘on the other side of the Great Wall’) where,
until recently, land was  relatively abundant. This was reﬂected in
the relatively large size of each farm. But, whereas other farms in
the area have shrunk in size in recent years, this farm has seen
an exceptional expansion. Thus, the farm represents a deviation
rather than the rule. However, we believe that it is precisely the
exceptional that informs us about important development tenden-
cies that, while not yet very visible, may  well have a considerable
inﬂuence on the future of Chinese agriculture.
es. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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he farmer
The author of this Chinese record is a 47 year old farmer who
oved to the village in 1985. Due to his poor family situation, the
armer had to leave home after graduating from high school and
o to earn his living in north-east China, where his relatives live. In
986 he married a local woman, who is from a Hezhe ethnic house-
old. The farmer reclaimed 150 mu  (i.e. 10 ha) of wasteland in 1989.
his reclamation, i.e. the construction of new farming land out of
wamps, was basically done using the labour of the farmer, his wife
nd her family. This is an important detail: the land entered the farm
s a ‘non commodity’: it was not bought, but was constructed with
he family’s own labour.
Since the creation of this new land, farming has become the main
ource of livelihood for the family. In 1999, the farmer became the
illage clerk, with the help of his wife’s brother who  is an ofﬁcial
eader in Yang Cun Township. In August 2005, he was  appointed as a
illage leader (second in command). His records describe the period
etween June 2004 and July 2008. His farm enterprise consists of
26 mu  of land1 that he owns2 and, since 2008, an additional 400
u that are rented. Altogether this makes a total of 49 hectares,
lthough for the ﬁrst three years on which this analysis is based
2005-2007) he only had some 22 hectares of land. The work is
urrently done by the farmer, his wife, her brother and some hired
orkers. The farmer and his wife have two sons who  attend high
chool in their father’s home village.
The farmer is highly respected in the village. He is a source of
nformation for many other peasants. He is often consulted about
he best seeds to be used, about fertilizers, pesticides, etc. People
ave a lot of trust in him. He wants to help develop the village. In
nglish terms we  would refer to him as being a change agent and/or
n entrepreneur. Literal equivalents are not available in Chinese
anguage. In the village the word tou (character ), which refers
o the head of the human body, would probably be used. Tou thus
eans ‘he who guides the others’ or ‘he who makes the other ele-
ents move’. In 2007 a Chinese journal (Kai Fa Yan Jiu Yu Lao Qu
ian She, 2007-2) published an extensive article about Yang Cun
illage in which this farmer is mentioned and described as “head
f becoming rich” (i.e. the leading example for those who want to
ake economic progress).
he record
The record is composed in a straightforward way. Picture 1
hows an example page of it. A complete and translated farm
ccountancy record for the year 2007 is presented in annex 1.
onetary expenses and payments received are all registered (and
ometimes annotated) in chronological order. Mixed with this is a
ecord of different credit operations, which show that the farmer
s getting credit from different sources and also lending to other
eople. And ﬁnally there is a precise record of gifts. Whatever the
ature of the transactions, the names of the people involved are
oted and very often the scope of the transaction is also registered.To interpret the record it is important to distinguish the main
ows that occur in farming. As shown in Figure 1, farming is based
n a twofold mobilization of resources. Some of these resources
re mobilized through markets and these enter the process of
1 There is some confusion here (as often exists in the countryside). According
o  some sources the farmer has a property of 400 mu.  However, he only declared
26mu when claiming his food subsidy. This, according to some informants, was  for
ear  that some of his possessions might be taken back by the State.
2 Formally speaking all land is the property of the communes. The possession and
se rights of this land are transferred to farming families through contracts that
over a 30 year period. These contracts were formalized in 1998.Picture 1. one page of the farmer’s note book.
production as commodities. Other resources are reproduced from
within the farm itself or at the level of the community. These
resources enter the process of production as use-values only; not
as commodities. The interrelation between the two ﬂows can ﬂuc-
tuate considerably: sometimes farming will be based mainly on a
ﬂow of self-controlled and self-reproduced resources; in other sit-
uations farming will depend mainly on resources that have been
mobilized through the markets.
Whatever their combination, the available resources are used
for production (i.e. they are converted into output). Part of this pro-
duction will be marketed, and part used within the farm (and the
farm household) itself.
Typically the ancient farm accountancy records of Europe
only register commodity ﬂows: monetary expenses and monetary
receipts are central to these records (see relation b in Figure 1). This
is also the case in the Chinese farm record discussed in this arti-
cle. Thus farmers use their accountancy records to govern and to
control the multiple market relations in which their enterprises are
embedded. The available stock of own  and self-controlled resources
is considered as given, as are the associated ﬂows. This does not
imply, of course, that the latter are irrelevant. On the contrary, they
often are the basis of the farm enterprise and allow it to face adverse
market conditions.
The farm enterprise
There is, in Chinese language, no unequivocal term for ‘farm
enterprise’. ‘Nongmin’ ( ) clearly refers to the peasant (or
farmer), just as ‘nongye’ ( ) refers to agriculture in general
terms. However, a clear concept that outlines and speciﬁes the farm
enterprise as such is lacking. The term that comes closest is ‘guorizi’
( ), in which the last two characters refer to everyday life and
the ﬁrst to movement through time. This is close to (rural) liveli-
hood, or to the ‘routine of the farmer’3. People sometimes say: ‘my
business is my everyday life’. Work and life are tied together, the
one becoming identical to the other and vice versa. ‘Farming is what
you do’, it is, so to say, ‘your life, your existence’. People expect that
farming will provide them with enough food, an attractive price for
the products they bring to the market (so that they can afford to
3 This is reﬂected in another word that might be used: ‘nongcun’( ). This word
might mean ‘farm’ (not farm enterprise), but it primarily refers to the countryside
as  a whole, or to ‘the rural’.
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All this does not imply, of course, that a farm is a non-entity.
hinese farms are very real. A farm is a speciﬁc set of ﬁelds, each
ith its speciﬁc history and its boundaries, which are sometimes
itterly disputed. Beyond that, a farm is also a speciﬁc number of
nimals, the availability of feed and fodder in order to get through
he winter; the availability of seed, the right to use water, the will-
ngness of family members (and friends) to join the labour process.
he farm is also a set of accumulated skills and a complex network
f relations in which the farm is embedded, including the capac-
ty to engage in market relations. Finally it is the expectation that
hrough hard work some material progress might be wrought. In all
hese respects the farm is very real. However, it is neither perceived
or ordered as enterprise. The farm is perceived and deﬁned in
ociological terms since it is seen as integral part of social life, rather
han in strict economic terms. The farm is not perceived as located
xclusively, or even mainly, in an economic sphere that is neatly
eparated from the sphere of social relations. We  will return to
his crucial difference, especially because it indirectly inﬂuences
he structure of the rural economy in China4.
Although not seen as an enterprise, this does not mean that the
arm is supposed to be ‘simple’. On the contrary, the farm described
n the note book is a highly complicated affair. It is a large farm,
hich is quickly expanding. It is highly mechanized and, above all,
t shows, a remarkable multiplicity.
The multiplicity of the farm resides in the fact that it combines
 wide range of different economic activities. In Table 1 (derived
rom the farm accountancy record) we distinguish these different
ctivities, each of which provides a ﬂow of monetary receipts into
he farm. It is important to note that these different branches or
spects that we have distinguished are not organized as single and
4 The difference (and consequently, the dialectical relations) between ‘farm’ and
enterprise’ has also played an important role in agronomic and agro-economic
raditions in many places in Europe. See, for a recent contribution, [24].entailed in farming.
separate ‘enterprises’. Rather, they compose one single unit. This
might seem an irrelevant difference. This is far from the case, since
it implies that single transactions (or sets of transactions) do not
necessarily have to be proﬁtable. Their value might well reside in
the fact that they strengthen another part of the farm, or a feature
of the networks in which the farm is engaged, or that they might
provide some advantage that can be realized in the future. This also
explains why  the different categories are not separated, one from
the other, within the accountancy record. The record contains just
payments and expenses that relate to one and the same set of activ-
ities: that are different aspects of one and the same rural livelihood.
Their meaning or value cannot be understood in isolation, or be
derived from monetary calculations alone.
Machine services
One important aspect of the farm is the machine services that
it renders to other farmers. In 2004, China government passed the
Law on the Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization, under which
the government supports farmers who cooperate to use agricul-
tural machinery. In 2006 the farmer, together with 4 others, created
an agricultural machinery cooperative that also works on the land
of other farmers. This is reﬂected in the records through the rela-
tively high costs associated with spare parts, repairs, maintenance
and gasoline.
The creation of the co-operative, and especially the purchase of
the machinery, involved a huge investment of 1.5 million yuan. 30%
of this was  covered by a subsidy from the state5. A considerable part
of the rest was ﬁnanced by a loan from the bank. This machine pool
can be considered as a kind of social network that helps to reduce
the monetary costs for mechanization faced by all the individual
farms.
5 1 Euro = 9.3 yuan (approximately)
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Table  1
the multiplicity of the farm unit (receipts in yuan/year/activity).
Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total
Agricultural production – 107,725a 119,796 106,040 60,225 393,788
Animal breeding 2,566 1,400 – – – 3,966
Machine work – – – 14,881 10,808 25,689
Salary for leadership 2,000 3,250 5,469 4,680 – 20,649
Reselling inputs – – – – 8,914 8,914
Food  subsidies 816 3,269 3,268 5,440 – 12,793
Others – 1,200 65 6,900 1,257 9,422
a This income is realized and noted in 2005. It was, of course, produced in the preceding year (2004). This also applies to the other years. However, here, and in the other
tables,  we follow the logic of the record book. The only exception is Table 6 where incomes are directly related to the costs incurred in production.
Table 2
Soybean production and sale from 2004 to 2007a
Production Year Total harvest (jin)b Area(mu) Yield (jin/mu) Sale date Sale(jin) Price (yuan/jin) Gross income (yuan)
2004 85,845 250 343 23–04–05 77,940 1.26 105,502
26–04–05 3,600 1.26
08–06–05 4,305 1.22
2005  88,740 250 355 15–07–06 70,200 0.97 86,078
16–07–06 18,540 0.97
2006  52,755 150 352 24–01–07 735 1.25 105,999
26–12–07 52,020 2.02
2007  – 150 – 11–05–08 2,632 2.25 5,922
a The farmer kept soybean output stable at around 350 jin per mu  in the ﬁrst three years. However, a heavy hail storm reduced the soybean output in 2007
b One jin is 0.5 kg.
Table 3
Maize production and sale from 2004 to 2007.
Production Year Harvest(jin) Sale date Sale (jin) Price(yuan/jin) Income(yuan)
2004 – – – – –
2005  – 02–10–05 3,621 0.42 1,520
2006  – 18–12–06 81,510 0.41 33,419
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13–01–08 
11–05–08 
and and agricultural production
The farmer owns some 400 mu of land, and the main crops are
aize and soybean. Table 2 shows the ﬁgures for soybean produc-
ion and sales between 2004 and 20076. Table 3 does the same for
he cultivation of maize. The farmer plants in rotation which is a
ery common technique in Chinese agriculture. The farmer uses a
wo year rotation period which allows the fertility of the soil to
e replenished by ploughing the maize straw back in (part of the
ower ﬂow in Figure 1). The income from soybean sales accounts
or 89% of the farm’s entire income from agricultural production.
hile soy beans represent the farm’s main source of income, the
armers prefers the combination of the two crops because he con-
iders the ecological value (represented by the maize crop and the
ssociated green fertilization) to be also very important. In terms
f Figure 1 we could argue that the farmer is actively constructing
 balance between the different ﬂows.
Table 2 also offers information about soybean prices at the vil-
age level. If we  compare the local prices with the national index
t is clear that the local ones track the national ones very closely,7
espite this being a remote village. We  can also see that the farmer
ses an interesting economic strategy: he does not sell all his soy-
eans in one single transaction but chooses the amount that he
6 As this record only runs through to July 2008, only one transaction of soybean
roduction of 2007 is recorded, the subsequent transactions are not included.
7 According to the index of agricultural production national prices in China were
20.2 (2004), 94.2 (2005), 99.3 (2006) and 124.2 (2007).42,480 0.425 18,054
79,020 0.44 34,769
2,550 0.55 1,403
sells in different transactions, according to his own experiences and
price expectations.
Table 4 provides information about the yearly purchases of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides. It should be noted that this
refers to inputs to be used for the production that will be harvested
in the following year. Except for 2007 (when there was  a major
crop failure due a hail storm) the value of purchased inputs shows
an upward trend, mostly due to price increases. The considerable
use of external inputs is an important fact, especially when we dis-
cuss (in the next section) the relative weight of these external input
ﬂows.
Table 5 shows purchases of soybean seeds from 2004-6. Here it
is important to note that the farmer mostly re-uses his own seeds
from the previous crop. When there are new, interesting seeds
available in the market, the farmer will buy a small amount and test
them out in his own home garden and in some years he may buy
more seed. As Table 5 shows, the farmer uses a total of 6 differentTable 4
Purchases of fertilizer and pesticide (in yuan).
Year Fertilizer Pesticide Total
2004 320 3,713 4,033
2005 16,976 6,426 23,402
2006 17,736 2,742 20,478
2007 – 923 –
2008 – – 29,400
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Table  5
Soybean Seeds buying and re-use from 2004 to 2006.
Year Seed name Amount (jin) Buy or re-use
2004 Hei He 19 1000 Buy
Sui Nong 20 200
He Feng 40 404
Mi  Jiao Wang 2426
Total 4030
2005 Hei He 19 2760 Re-use
Sui Nong 20 1930
He  Feng 40 470
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Table 7
Farming sales, monetary expenses and calculated costs (yearly average based on
2005-2007.
Monetary receipts (sales of products) 111,200 yuan
Monetary costs 34,900 yuan
Gross margin +76,300 yuan
Calculated salary 21,600 yuan * 2 = 43.200a
Calculated interest for land property 65,200 yuan
‘Net margin’ −32,100 yuan
a We remind the reader that there are not only two full time labour equivalents
from the family working in the farm; but also that two families (the one of the farmer
ﬁnancial burden of this land would be some 65,200 yuan/year10.Total 5160
2006 – – Re-use
eneﬁt/cost relations
Table 6 gives an overview of yearly incomes (the data for 2004
nly cover the last 6 months; the data for 2008 only cover the ﬁrst
 months, which implies that the harvest is not included in the
ata), of farming costs and of living costs (typically, the portion of
roduction used within the household is not registered: it is part
f the non-monetary ﬂows).
The synthesized data reﬂect, in the ﬁrst place, the relatively
avourable position of Chinese farmers and peasants. In general,
he relation between monetary income and monetary expenses
rovides a positive and, relatively high, surplus (for a discussion
n different notions of surplus see [11]). The ‘clean part’ in 2005
as some 80,700 yuan. In most years this positive surplus derived
rom farming not only covers the living expenses for the (extended)
ousehold, but also allows for signiﬁcant savings and accumulation.
hus, ‘the heads that guide to richness’ are emerging.
The relation between monetary expenses for farming and the
btained monetary income is especially impressive when com-
ared to the squeeze that farmers in Europe are currently suffering.
or example, in the Netherlands farming costs (for the agricultural
ector as a whole) are as high as 64% of the total Gross Value of
roduction [12]. According to the farm record on this particular
hinese farm, the ﬁgure is only 37% (the average of the 2005-2007
eriod). This relatively favourable position of China’s agriculture is
ue to two reasons. Firstly, it reﬂects the current Chinese policy
f favouring the countryside and the agrarian economy (recently
hrough the exemption of taxes and extra payments for grain pro-
uction). Secondly, it reﬂects the strong peasant-like nature of
hinese agriculture. Monetary expenses associated with a high
evel of dependency on the markets of factors of production (land,
apital, labour) and non-factor inputs (feed, seeds, fertilizers, etc)
re low.
In a historical perspective the relative magnitude of the ‘clean
art’ (63%) of Yang Cun’s accounts is also exceptional. The ﬁrst farm
ccountancy records from the Netherlands (describing the period
etween 1569 and 1573) show this clean part to have been, on the
hole, 0% (see for a general discussion [7]). In some years there
as a small positive proﬁt, in other years there were considerableosses. Despite this the farms could be continued because of the
trength of their own resource bases and the associated ﬂows of
on-commoditized resources. Only after long and persistent strug-
les (and due to more favourable circumstances), were farmers able
able 6
verview of farming income, farming costs and expenses for living.
Year Farming income Farming costs Living costs
2004 107,725 10,261 8,823
2005 119,796 39,073 26,335
2006 106,040 38,740 21,185
2007 60,225 26,753 17,834
2008 76,295 12,840and another of the wife’s brother) are supported by the income generated by the
farm.
to increase the ‘clean part’, thus enlarging both their autonomy and
their wellbeing.
China has had, undoubtedly, also periods when farming did not
realize any ‘clean part’ that beneﬁted the peasant producers them-
selves. At times every surplus produced was  taken away or taxed by
ruling elites. The farmer whose records we are examining also went
through periods, especially in the initial years during the reclama-
tion of land, when the surplus levels were very low. Today, the
augmented ‘clean part’ represents (just as it did in the past in the
Netherlands) emancipation and progress.
Between peasants and agricultural entrepreneurs
Is this farmer an ‘entrepreneur’? He surely is very enterprising
and is engaged in many different transactions. But is he doing this
in a peasant-like way? Or are we  witnessing the emergence of a
new, entrepreneurial constellation (see for a general discussion on
peasants and entrepreneurs [13])?
Table 7 focuses on agricultural activities alone. It gives the
average monetary receipts (calculated over 2005, 2006 and 2007),
the average monetary costs and the resulting gross margin (i.e.
the difference between monetary receipts and monetary expenses
associated with farming). This gross margin or ‘clean part’ (indi-
cated in Figure 1 as relation b) is, on average, 76,300 yuan/year.
Table 7 also contains information on calculated costs. These are
costs associated with the ﬂow of self-controlled resources as indi-
cated in Figure 1.
The ﬁrst item is the calculated salary8. As in the other calcu-
lated costs there are arbitrary moments in such a calculation. Here
we used the salary of a school teacher in a rural village: 1,800
yuan/month. Given the relative wealth and status of the farmer, this
seems to be a reasonable point of reference9. The next item is land.
In the land market of the village, people normally pay around 200
yuan annual rent for 1 mu of land, although this will vary accord-
ing the quality of the land and the relationship between the parties
engaged in the transaction. The farmer owns some 326 mu,  taking a
market price of 2,000 yuan/mu (based on average local rental values
of 200 mu  per year and assuming an interest rate of 10%), the totalEven without calculating all the other elements that probably
exist within the ﬂow of resources that are produced and reproduced
8 As argued by Fei, “for those who  work on the land themselves, the wage is not
a  real item of expenditure; it is a part of their standard of living” (1945:154)
9 Of course, the farmer only works part-time, since he is also active as village
leader. His wife is working full time in the farm and her brother also makes a con-
siderable contribution. Together the input of family labour equals nearly 2.0 labour
units. Another point of reference is living expenses. According to Table 6 these are,
on  average (for the 2005-2007 period) equal to some 21,780 yuan per year, which
is  more or less identical to the ‘calculated salary’ that we have included in Table 7.
10 We have disregarded the land that the farmer rents since he only started to rent
land from 2008 onwards.
2 ingen Journal of Life Sciences 68 (2014) 21– 28
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Table 8
the spatial distribution of gift-giving.
Same village Same province
Different village
Different province
Person Sum(yuan) Person Sum(yuan) Person Sum(yuan)
2005 4 800 1 100 1 2006 Y. Zhao, J.D. van der Ploeg / NJAS - Wagen
n the farm unit (seeds, improvements to the land, animals, manure,
tc)11, Table 7 clearly shows that the calculated total value of these
nternal resources is far higher than the value of the resources mobi-
ized from the market. The proportion of the resources that enter
he farm as commodities (34,900 yuan) is only some 24% of the
alue of the total resources used (34,900/(108,400 + 34,900))12. The
elatively high reliance of the farm on non-commodity resources
ighlights the peasant nature of this farm.
If the farm did not have these non-commoditized resources at its
isposal (if market prices would have to be paid for these resources)
hen the farm would make a signiﬁcant loss (calculated, as shown
n Table 7, to be some 32,100 yuan). However, the farm is a feasi-
le entity, precisely because a large part of the resources used are
nternal to the farm unit (hence, no money is paid for them) and
nother part of the resources is mobilized through social networks
at no cost, or one that is below market-level).
It is precisely this speciﬁc position between, on the one
and, being dependent on the market and, on the other, being
utonomous (or being distantiated from the markets) that makes,
rom an analytical point of view, the farm a peasant-like unit.
Using Chinese characters and the underlying notions, we  could
efer to this farmer (and more generally to arable farming) as
zhongdi’ ( ). It means cultivating the land. It speciﬁes a rela-
ion, i.e. the relation between man  and the land. You have land (the
ost visible and most important of a wider set of resources) and
t is used (‘cultivated’) in order to obtain a range of products, part
f which will be sold on the markets. Following Figure 1, there is
 non-commoditized ﬂow of resources that enter the process and
hese are converted into both reproduced resources and marketable
utput13. Opposed to this is another notion (and an associated set of
elations): ‘maimai’ ( ), which literally means ‘buy and sell’ and,
n more general terms, ‘business’ (business is indeed the combina-
ion of buying and selling). In terms of Figure 1 this notion would
mply that the upper left ﬂow of bought resources would be domi-
ant, with resources being bought and then converted in products
hat are sold.
If we now locate our farmer in this conceptual space, we might
onclude that he is located somewhere between ‘zhongdi’ ( )
nd ‘maimai’ ( ), although more closely aligned towards the
zhongdi’ ( ) side of the equation. If the farm were completely
ligned with ‘maimai’ ( ) it would be impossible for it to exist.14
he networks
The farmer and author of the record, is like a spider in a highly
omplex web that spans large distances in time and space. He is the
ivotal point in social networks that govern many relations, trans-
ctions and mutual expectations involving gifts, credit, land and
abour exchange. The centrality and relevance of these mutually
elated networks partly explains why the farmer keeps his record.
t is a way of keeping track of the many duties and expectations
elated to the wide range of transactions that occur in different
etworks. From this point of view the record is, as it were, an X-ray
hotography of the moral economy [14] that structures the village.
11 Important other elements of this ﬂow are the food for consumption in the family
vegetables, pig meat, chicken meat, etc), straw from maize and soy used for heating
he house and cooking as well as fertilizing the land.
12 This is relation a in Figure 1.
13 The typical peasant-like grounding of farming upon available ecological capital
s  even more poetically expressed by the Chinese characters used to refer to animal
reeding. This is ‘yangzhi’, which literally means ‘feed and birth’: feeding animals so
hat  they give birth to offspring.
14 In his study on peasant agriculture in Yunnan, Hsiao-Tung Fei [23] arrived at a
imilar conclusion (see page 50 on pig-rearing and page 64 on the importance of
on-commodity exchanges).2006 13 1,600 5 900 0 0
2007 2 250 7 1,100 1 200
Gifts
In Chinese language, gift is described by two  characters, Li ( )
and Wu  ( ). Li means ritual decorum which is one of important
kinds of conduct that Confucius associated with moral virtue. Li is
based on the understanding of each person’s proper place in society
and governs norms of conduct between two  people [22]. Wu refers
to goods which are used to express Li in practice. Gift exchange,
as a very important aspect of social life, has attracted consider-
able attention both in anthropology and sociology. Table 8 shows
the spatial distribution of the many gifts the farmer gave to other
people from 2005 to 2007.
After the farmer became an important village leader in August
2005, the gift-giving in his own  village increased sharply to 13
people and totalling 1,600 yuan in 2006. So the farmer initially
strengthened his bonding social networks. And then, in the next
year, the ﬂow of gifts moved from the village to other places. This
shows the farmer expanding his bridging social networks to more
distant spatial connections.
Credit
The word ‘credit’ in Chinese is expressed as Xin ( ) and Dai
( ). Xin means trustworthiness and faithfulness and is also a key
moral term, which emphasizes this as the basis of friendship. Dai
is loan, borrowing or lending. Credit provides farmers with impor-
tant ﬁnancial support to maintain their livelihoods. Yet, it is not
only related to money, but also is a way of expressing trust and
conﬁdence. Moreover, trust is a key component of social capital.
Some argue that it is the main element as it is both a precondition
and an outcome of social capital [15,16].
In rural China institutionalized credit and loans are hard to come
by. According to statistics from the Rural Economy Research Centre
(RERC) under China’s Agriculture Ministry, in 2005, an average of
71% of farmers’ loans are from private groups, and 29% are drawn
from formal channels. In this farm accountancy record, the farmer’s
formal credits are mainly from Rural Credit Cooperative (RCC, a
formal ﬁnancial organization in rural China, which functions like a
bank) and development projects. It is well-known that asymmetric
information is the main obstacle for rural credit, which results in
most farmers not being able to access formal credit. So, farmers in
rural China face considerable difﬁculties in getting loans. Nonethe-
less, between 2005 and 2008 the author of this record got a total of
330,000 yuan of loans from the RCC. This may  be because his polit-
ical position enhances his creditability, and makes it easier for him
to get loans from RCC. Yet, at the same time, the farmer obtained
considerable informal credit. Between 2005 and 2008 this totalled
74,084 yuan, which was received from 15 persons, 13 of whom
belong to the farmer’s kinship and friendship networks in Yang
Cun. Based on familiarity and trustiness, informal credit can over-
come the problems induced by asymmetric information and the
procedures involved are simple. Faced with an emergency, farmers
usually choose informal credit. The farmer also lends to others. In
2007, for instance, he lent 7 different people a total sum of 11,880
yuan and received repayments totalling 1,300 yuan. The different
ﬂows are often interconnected. At a certain moment, the farmer
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Table  9
Labour use from 2004-2007.
Year Person-time (days) Sum (yuan)
2004 28 880
2005 59 2,135
2006 53 2,132
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ook an informal loan of 16,000 yuan to repay a large part of a loan
btained from the formal banking circuit.
abour
Labour is a crucial element in farming and can be acquired
hrough market and non-market relations. In Yang Cun’s village
abour market, farming labour is very abundant as there are some
igrants with no funds to rent land who are usually employed
y farmers, Short-term employment arrangements are more com-
on  in farming, especially in the busy farming seasons. There are
ome informal employment institutions in Yang Cun. First, the farm
mployer looks to ﬁnd a ‘labour head’ with good farming skills. The
abour head can help the employer to call in other workers, and
upervise them during the work. Generally, the labour head will
et 10 yuan more a day than others. The average hourly wage is
round 5 yuan/hr (with a normal 8 hour working day). This amount
epends on the farming season, ‘the busier the farming is, the
igher the wage will be’. Table 9 shows the pattern of labour-use
n the farm from 2004 to 2007.
Mutual help is another way for the farmer to mobilize labour.
ccording to the data from the accountancy record, the farmer got
elp during harvest from 22 people between 2004 and 2007. All
hese people are farmers in Yang Cun and this reﬂects the important
ole of reciprocity. In Chinese reciprocity is expressed as renqing
 ), which means human feelings and is seen as a form of ethical
nd expressive exchange. The concept of renqing has three implica-
ions in Chinese culture: (1) it indicates the affective responses of an
ndividual confronting different situations; (2) it means a resource
hat an individual can present to another as a gift in the course of
ocial interaction; and (3) it connotes the social norms by which
eople have to abide in order to get along well with other peo-
le ([17]). Owing and returning renqing are important elements in
hinese social life.
It is intriguing that wage labour and mutual help both play
n important role15. However, it is notable that mutual help is
ecreasing over the four complete years we are considering here,
hile paid labour is increasing. This might be due to the technicali-
ies of the labour process. The use of paid labour is concentrated
n maize production (especially in the harvest)16, while mutual
elp was oriented to soy and wheat production. Mutual help took
he form of other farmers coming with their own (small) tractors
o assist with weeding, harvesting and especially in the transport
f the harvest to the home (it also included also 1 or 2 women
oing the cooking for the people helping with the harvest). As the
armer has recently purchased his own large machinery, this help
s probably not needed anymore.
15 Over the four year mutual help contributed in total 54 working days. All persons
ere noted with their full name in the farm record in order to not forget their
ontribution. The farmer returned in total 15 working days to 7 of those how gave
utual help.
16 The total number of working days augmented from 18, via 35 and 42 to 60 in 4
ears. Most daily workers worked just 1 or 2 days for the farmer. Journal of Life Sciences 68 (2014) 21– 28 27
Land
As indicated before, the farmer rents a lot of land from other
farmers. This is partly due to the ethnic situation in the village. The
original ethnic group materially owns much of the land in the vil-
lage, but they dedicate most of their time to ﬁshing: hence, renting
out the land is a common practice. Behind these, at ﬁrst-sight sim-
ple relations, there are intriguing complexities. As village leader
the farmer is involved in the ﬁnal delineation of a new irrigation
programme (that will increase the value of the land). Thus many
people are keen to rent their land to the farmer (on a temporary
base) hoping that this will beneﬁt them in the long run. Thus land
is rented out not only to obtain immediate monetary beneﬁts, but
also (if not primarily) as a strategy for obtaining longer term ben-
eﬁts. Thus, the farmer’s record not only reveals a blossoming ‘land
market’, it also shows how this land market is governed by social
networks and the prestige that some people obtain in and through
its dynamics.
The structure of Yang Cun’s rural economy
The rural economy of Yang Cun village is undoubtedly a mar-
ket economy. But it is a speciﬁc market economy. Markets and
institutions are not separated (as assumed in neo-classical eco-
nomics) but strongly interwoven. And these institutions are not,
as again assumed in neo-classical economics, hindrances to the
smooth functioning of these rural markets. They are, instead, the
main vehicles, providing the structure and sets of rules that make
these markets function properly.
The early discussion of the farm record made it clear that there
is a land market within Yang Cun village on which the right to use
land can be obtained, sold, bought, leased, etc. Equally there is a
labour market and a capital market. There is an emerging market for
machine services (linked with the creation of the co-operative for
machinery) and there is a complex market for agricultural inputs.
In making decisions, farmers in Yang Cun consider prices, har-
vests and their interrelations. They also take into account prices
that are being paid in neighbouring villages, in far away regions
and, especially, by the State Grain Depot. And they act accordingly.
As Table 10 shows the price paid for irrigated land (used in Yang
Cun for rice cultivation) increased strongly between 2004 and 2005
(from 30 yuan/mu to more than 160 yuan/mu). This was due to
strong increases in the market price for rice and in subsidies for
rice cultivation. It is interesting to note that these different mar-
kets are interrelated. The increase in rice price also translated into
increased wages for daily workers.
The market economy of Yang Cun currently allows for consider-
able growth and relative well-being, as demonstrated by the farmer
who elaborated the farm record. However, the rural economy of
Yang Cun is not just any market economy, and particularly is not
an application of the neo-classical handbook. It is a highly speciﬁc
market economy. This speciﬁcity resides in three elements. The ﬁrst
is the peasant nature of the agricultural sector, discussed in the
previous sections of this paper. Even a large and rapidly expand-
ing farm, such as the one described in the farmer’s note book is, in
many respects, very peasant-like.
Secondly, as this article highlights, in rural China, markets, social
networks and political structures are highly interwoven. This is
also highlighted in the farmer’s note book.17 The market func-
tions through social networks,18 and some markets are primarily
17 The interesting element is that the farmer himself is very active in personally
linking these three spheres of social life: markets, networks and political structure
18 It is important to note that prices that are agreed within networks are no secret.
After some days these are known by everybody in the village. If low prices have been
28 Y. Zhao, J.D. van der Ploeg / NJAS - Wageningen Journal of Life Sciences 68 (2014) 21– 28
Table  10
Changes in the price for renting farming land, from 2000 to 2008.
Year Type 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Irrigated farmland (yuan/mu) 50–60 50–60 30 30 30 160–180 160–180 130 130–150
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[Non-irrigated farmland (yuan/mu) 60–70 60–70 60–70 
ote: the farming land price depends on the quality of land and price of crops.
tructured by social networks. These networks shape the trans-
ctions, and peasant institutions (such as reciprocity, trust and
ooperation) are the backbone of economic exchanges. They
re critical devices that enable marketing (as speciﬁed in neo-
nstitutional analysis, see [18])19. Due to such embedding,
ransaction costs can be considerably reduced and many goods and
ervices are made available, which otherwise would have been out
f reach.
In more general terms we would argue that there is no evidence
f the strong separation between market and society which neo-
lassical economists view as a fundament of a functioning market
conomy. Agents, transactions and commodities are all embed-
ed in a series of relationships which are deﬁned by the interface
etween market, state and society. The Communist Party and the
tate play important roles here. Thus, when talking about markets
n rural China we have to keep in mind that we are dealing here
ith embedded markets (see [19] and [20] on the concept of embed-
edness). Economic actions are framed. This relates to the third,
ery important, element. During the last decade, the Chinese State
tarted to develop and implement a rural and agrarian policy that
s more favourable to the peasantry.
Taken together, the peasant nature of agriculture, the central
nd strategic role of social networks and the changing state-
easantry relations explain, we believe, the strong performance of
ural China. In this article we have focused on one village. But we
hink that the same conclusion can be applied to China generally,
specially when one wants to explain the ongoing, substantial and
ustained agrarian growth that China has realized over the last 4
ecades ([21]: 20). Taken together the three elements also explain
he very high ‘clean part’ that emerges from the farmer’s accounts
hat we have discussed in this paper. This relatively high ‘clean part’
inks the dynamics at the micro level to the impressive agricultural
rowth noted at the macro-level.
ppendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.njas.2013.11.003.
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